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On the invitation of the Chairman of the Parliament of the Republic of Serbia – Federation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (RS), the business mission of the Slovak companies to Banja Luka took place on
June 14 – 16 2010. The business mission was prepared by the SARIO agency in cooperation with the
Embassy of the SR in Sarajevo, Cabinet of the Chairman of the Parliament of the RS, Ministry for
economic relations and regional cooperation of the RS and the Economic Chamber of the RS.

The representatives of the Slovak business subjects visited on June 15, 2010 Igor Radojicic,
Chairman of the Parliament in the presence of Jasna Brkic, Vice President of the Government of the
RS and the Minister for the Economic relations and regional cooperation Jasna Brkic and Mrs. Aida
Bogdan, Secretary of the Minister for Regional Cooperation. The opportunities for economic
cooperation in the field of supply of technologies for construction of water power plants, technologies
supplies and equipment for power production (photovoltaic, wind energy, biomass combustion,
technology for construction of underground gas storage etc.) were at the center of the discussion.
Four Slovak companies (DALI MN Senec, BRDOINVEST Banská Bystrica, Z&L Partner Trenčín a VÚJE
Trnava) were presented from the field of energy sector, priority of the SARIO Foreign Trade Section.
During the discussion was presented as well the project of the International Cooperation Day and 4th
Slovak Matchmaking fair.

The program continued with the presentations and bilateral negotiations of Slovak and Bosnian
subjects. The Ministry of Transportation of the RS presented its projects from the field of
transportation infrastructure, the Ministry of Economy, energy and development of the RS presented
projects from gas and petrochemical industries and electro energy together with the option for
cooperation with Slovak business subjects.

Slovak companies went to see production area of the Slovak company SHP Celex, Banja Luka. The
representatives of this company presented their experience while investing and doing business in
the RS.

25 Slovak business subjects took part in this mission while the SARIO Foreign Trade Section
presented other 123 Slovak companies for mutual cooperation in different sectors.
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